
Music and Landscape

Part 1: The Land



“The Earth has music for those who listen”

- George Santayana



● Land

○ Instruments made from locally sourced materials

○ Working songs: Agriculture 

○ Composers whose works are directly related to specific landscapes

● Water

○ Working songs: Rivers and seas

○ Composers whose works are related to seascapes, rivers, etc.

● Sky (Weather and Seasons)

○ Works related to seasons, specific times of day, weather phenomenon

● Caring for our Home

○ Environmentalists who are using music as a means of activism

○ How do we take a role in caring for our home?  

Overview



● One of the most overt connections between music and landscape is the 

making of musical instruments from natural materials of a given area

● Some of the oldest instruments use the earth itself as a means of creating 

sound

Making Instruments



● There are various classification systems, but the most commonly used by 

organologists and ethnomusicologists is the Hornbostel-Sachs system 

○ Not based on the material an instrument is made from, but how the 

vibration is created.

○ Aerophones

■ Wind instruments with a vibrating column of air

○ Membranophones

■ Drums with a vibrating membrane, kazoo

○ Idiophones

■ The entire body of the instrument vibrates; marimba

○ Chordophones

■ Stringed instruments

Instrument Classification



○ Divje Babe Flute (Slovenia)

■ Believed to be the oldest known musical instrument (55,000 years old?)

■ Made from a cave bear femur

○ Pan flute (many locations; Ancient Greece, South America, etc)

■ Made from bamboo, cane, or reeds, tuned with corn kernels or wax

○ Ney (Middle East)

■ Also a very old instrument made from cane or giant reed

Aerophones: Wind Instruments



○ Didgeridoo (Australia) 

■ Made from an endemic eucalyptus species, trees must be hollowed out by 

termites, but still living 

○ Conch shell (Pacific Islands, South America, Southern Asia)

■ Can be played unmodified, or a mouthpiece can be attached

○ Ocarina (Asia, Mesoamerica; Aztec and Mayan)

■ Another ancient flute usually made from clay, but has also been made 

from class, wood, and bone 

○ Shofar (Middle East)

■ A type of horn made from the horn of a ram or Greater Kudu

Aerophones: Wind Instruments



Divje Babe Flute (Slovenia)  https://youtu.be/sHy9FOblt7Y

 

https://youtu.be/sHy9FOblt7Y


Pan Flute (various locations, Ancient Greece, Latin America, etc)  

 



Ney (Middle East) https://youtu.be/a8lvNgNPb74

 

https://youtu.be/a8lvNgNPb74


Didgeridoo (Australia)  https://youtu.be/yG9ZX1FS20A

 

https://youtu.be/yG9ZX1FS20A


Conch Shell (Pacific Islands, South America, Southern Asia) 

https://youtu.be/fkuq6prZHoA

 

 

https://youtu.be/fkuq6prZHoA


Ocarina (Asia, Mesoamerica; Aztec and Mayan) 

 



Shofar (Middle East) 

 



○ Drums are one of the oldest types of instruments, the most basic form 

being made from an animal skin stretched over a pit in the ground that 

functions as a resonating chamber. Membranophones are most commonly 

made from mammal skin and a hollow tree trunk. Other materials used 

include fish and reptile skin, metal, and clay. 

○ Because these materials are available in many different places around the 

world, drums are a part of nearly every musical tradition 

■ A quick look at a few drums from around the world

Membranophones: Percussion 

Instruments



Talking Drum (West Africa) https://youtu.be/B4oQJZ2TEVI?t=39

https://youtu.be/B4oQJZ2TEVI?t=39


Conga (South America) 



Tabla (India)  https://youtu.be/Joyk_EMtzn0?t=271

https://youtu.be/Joyk_EMtzn0?t=271


Bodhrán (Ireland) https://youtu.be/b9HyB5yNS1A?t=231

https://youtu.be/b9HyB5yNS1A?t=231


Taiko (Japan) https://youtu.be/jPSAznr4Ooc?t=54

https://youtu.be/jPSAznr4Ooc?t=54


○ Marimba (Africa, Latin America)

■ Originally made from wooden bars laid over holes in the ground that serve 

as a resonating chamber

■ Legend says that Marimba is a goddess whose name means ‘mother of 

song’ and is the creator of all instruments 

○ Maraca (Latin America)

■ Can be made from gourds or skins and filled with seeds, beans, or pebbles

○ Guiro (Latin America, Puerto Rico especially)

■ Made from a long gourd with notches carved into it

Idiophones: Percussion Instruments



○ Togo Seed Rattle (West Africa, tropical rainforest regions)

■ Large seed pods grouped to make a rattle

○ Rainstick (Chile, possibly Incan; also found in Southeast Asia, Africa, and 

Australia)

■ Made from cactus or bamboo and filled with seeds, beans, or pebbles

○ Bianqing (China)

■ Stone or jade chimes struck with a metal mallet

○ Shekere (West Africa, Latin America)

■ Made from a dried gourd with beads or cowrie shells tied in a lattice 

around it 

○ Gamelan Instruments (Bali, Indonesia) 

■ Various brass metallophones 

Idiophones: Percussion Instruments



Marimba (Africa, Latin America)  https://youtu.be/4soXy7rW-bk

https://youtu.be/4soXy7rW-bk


Maraca (Latin America)



Guiro (Latin America, especially Puerto Rico, Cuba) 

https://youtu.be/KxxDWc08nSo?t=10

https://youtu.be/KxxDWc08nSo?t=10


Togo Seed Rattle (West Africa)  

https://drummersworld.com/store/products/togo-seed-rattle/

https://drummersworld.com/store/products/togo-seed-rattle/


Rainstick (Chile, possibly Incan)  

San Pedro cactus 



Bianqing (China)  https://www.britannica.com/art/qing

https://www.britannica.com/art/qing


Shekere (West Africa, Latin America)  https://youtu.be/mmJm91UPGfs?t=21

https://youtu.be/mmJm91UPGfs?t=21


Bonang (Indonesia)  



Gongs (Indonesia)  



Kenong/Kethuk (Indonesia)  



Peking/Saron (Indonesia)  



Gendèr (Indonesia)  https://youtu.be/ldPMifPbngc

https://youtu.be/qIq8LNbYKT8

https://youtu.be/ldPMifPbngc
https://youtu.be/qIq8LNbYKT8


● Anghbindi, earth-bow (Africa)

○ A type of single-string harp that can be plucked or bowed, the 

resonating chamber is a pit in the ground 

● Kora (West Africa)

○ Made from the calabash gourd, cut in half and covered with cow skin, 

and a hardwood neck attached with strings

● Erhu (China)

○ Wood, Python skin and silk strand strings 

● Valiha (Madagascar)

○ Tube zither made from bamboo

Chordophones: Stringed Instruments



Anghbindi, earth-bow (Africa)   https://youtu.be/DQeEtvUkulA

https://youtu.be/DQeEtvUkulA


Kora (West Africa)   https://youtu.be/W5Lhzrn3Eu0?t=15

https://youtu.be/W5Lhzrn3Eu0?t=15


Erhu (China) https://youtu.be/tu5XohUR3Pg?t=122

https://youtu.be/tu5XohUR3Pg?t=122


Valiha (Madagascar) https://youtu.be/nzOyAPpaszU

https://youtu.be/nzOyAPpaszU


○ Wood

○ Metal

○ Stone

○ Clay

○ Gourds

○ Cactus

○ Cane 

○ Silk

Summary of Materials

○ Reeds

○ Animal Skins

○ Animal Horns 

○ Bamboo

○ Shells

○ Seeds and Beans

○ Bone



○ Some modern instruments are made from threatened and 

endangered species, especially certain hardwoods used for guitars, 

violins, and some woodwind instruments

■ Harvesting processes are often wasteful because only the 

most perfect parts of the wood can be used

○ Discuss: Is there a solution? What is our responsibility/ priority? 

○ For more information: 

http://globaltrees.org/threatened-trees/tree-values/musical-instru

ments/

Instruments and Threatened Species

http://globaltrees.org/threatened-trees/tree-values/musical-instruments/
http://globaltrees.org/threatened-trees/tree-values/musical-instruments/


○ Documentary about American banjo player Bela Fleck as he travels 

throughout Africa to learn about the roots of his own instrument

○ Full video is available on Youtube

■ https://youtu.be/sJt6jn0xT8A

○ The film has been converted into an album that is available for free 

on Spotify

Throw Down Your Heart:

Tales from the Acoustic Planet

https://youtu.be/sJt6jn0xT8A


● Agriculture is one of the most important connections between human 

beings and the land in which they live

● Reasons to sing while working:

○ Coordination of team efforts to improve efficiency 

○ Relieve the boredom of tedious work

○ Communicate at longer distances than speech can carry 

○ Solidarity and Protest

● Instruments made from tools 

○ Washboard 

○ Washtub bass

Working the Land



I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear,

Those of mechanics, each one singing his as it should be blithe and strong,

The carpenter singing his as he measures his plank or beam,

The mason singing his as he makes ready for work, or leaves off work,

The boatman singing what belongs to him in his boat, the deckhand singing on the steamboat deck,

The shoemaker singing as he sits on his bench, the hatter singing as he stands,

The wood-cutter’s song, the ploughboy’s on his way in the morning, or at noon intermission or at sundown,

The delicious singing of the mother, or of the young wife at work, or of the girl sewing or washing,

Each singing what belongs to him or her and to none else,

The day what belongs to the day—at night the party of young fellows, robust, friendly,

Singing with open mouths their strong melodious songs.

I Hear America Singing

Walt Whitman, 1819 - 1892

https://www.poets.org/node/45619


● Sung by slaves in the southern corn or cottonfields, certain ones at 

particular times of day to signal to the other laborers

● This one, Oh the Sun Done Quit Shinin, was sung at the end of the day to 

signal that it was time to come in from the field

○ https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-essays/

musical-styles/traditional-and-ethnic/traditional-work-songs/

Communication at a Distance:

Arwhoolie or Cornfield Holler

https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-essays/musical-styles/traditional-and-ethnic/traditional-work-songs/
https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-essays/musical-styles/traditional-and-ethnic/traditional-work-songs/


● Often field work was highly repetitive, tedious labor, so many workers devised 

songs that 

● Example: The Cotton Needs Plowin’ So Bad 

○ https://www.loc.gov/item/lomaxbib000405/

Relieving Tedium 

https://www.loc.gov/item/lomaxbib000405/


● Few developments have changed the American landscape more than the 

introduction of the railroads. This era of westward expansion gave 

Americans a new identity as they gained access to the ‘wild west’ 

● In order to build and maintenance railroad tracks, workers needed to 

coordinate their movements to swing their heavy hammers

● Example: Track-callin’ 

○ https://www.loc.gov/item/lomaxbib000283/

● Early in the Mornin’

○ https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-essays/

musical-styles/traditional-and-ethnic/traditional-work-songs/

Coordination of Movement: 

Railroad Songs 

https://www.loc.gov/item/lomaxbib000283/
https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-essays/musical-styles/traditional-and-ethnic/traditional-work-songs/
https://www.loc.gov/collections/songs-of-america/articles-and-essays/musical-styles/traditional-and-ethnic/traditional-work-songs/


● Mining songs

○ Sixteen Tons

● Slave songs

○ Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen

■ https://www.youtube.com

Solidarity and Protest  

https://www.youtube.com


“. . . the mountains and the hills before you shall burst into song, and 

all of the trees of the field shall clap their hands. 

Sing, O heavens, for the LORD has done it; shout, O depths of the 

earth; break forth into singing, O mountains, O forest, and every tree 

in it!”

- Isaiah 55:12, 44:23



● The two oldest histories of landscape painting are found in the Chinese 

tradition and in the Western tradition. Both are over a thousand years old. 

● Landscape painting was considered the highest form of painting in the 

Chinese tradition (shan shui, mountain-water), but for many centuries 

was considered a lower form in the Western tradition, beneath history 

painting and only above still life. 

● In the West, landscapes served primarily as a backdrop for mythological 

or biblical narratives

Landscape and Painting



“Spring Fresco”

(600-1500 BCE)

Minoan Greece

One of the earliest 

known “pure landscapes” 

with no human forms



Zahn Ziqian, Strolling About in Spring (600 BCE), Chinese



“Ascanius Shooting the 

Stag of Sylvia”

(1682)

Claude Lorrain

Landscape as history 

painting



Thomas 

Cole

The 

Expulsion 

from the 

Garden of 

Eden

(1828)



Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)

● Oratorio that depicts the 

creation of the world according 

to the book of Genesis

● Scored for STB soloists, choir, 

and orchestra

● Three parts:

○ Part 1: Creation of the 

heavens and earth, sun, 

moon, land, water, and 

plants

○ Part 2: Creation of animals 

and humans

○ Part 3: Idealized life in 

Paradise

The Creation



William Blake

The Ancient of Days

(1794)

Recording

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bH

5KM700AlQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bH5KM700AlQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bH5KM700AlQ


● It wasn’t until the Romantic era that landscape painting rose significantly 

in the artistic hierarchy and became the “chief artistic creation of the 

nineteenth century” (John Ruskin)

● Many “pure landscapes” coming from this era- J.M.W. Turner, the 

Impressionists, Cezanne, etc. 

Landscape and Painting



● Nature and Fate

○ Nature and fate set in opposition to human willpower and fragility 

○ Opposite focus of the humanistic philosophies of the Renaissance and 

Enlightenment

● Nationalism

○ Increased pride in national heritage and the composition of works that 

highlight specific geographic landmarks, inclusion of folk elements 

● Exoticism 

○ history painting as a means to depict far away lands and cultures, especially 

the East

○ Composers also drawing from other musical cultures

■ Ravel, Daphnis et Chloe

■

Romantic Themes



Richard Strauss (1864-1949)

● Symphonic tone poem that 

programmatically depicts the 

ascent of an Alpine mountain 

from dawn until nightfall 

● Began drafting in 1899 under the 

title “Tragedy of an Artist” as a 

tribute to the Swiss painter Karl 

Stauffer-Bern

● Scored for a very large orchestra- 

calls for 125 musicians! Includes 

a ‘thunder machine’ and 20 

horns!

● Completed in 1915

Eine Alpensinfonie, Op. 64



“moral purification through one's own strength, 

liberation through work, 

worship of eternal, magnificent nature.”

- Richard Strauss

Glorification of Nature



Group of mountain 

climbers beside the 

Pasterze Glacier, at the 

foot of the 

Großglockner, the 

Johannisberg in the 

background

Leopold Munsch

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Leopold_Munsch&action=edit&redlink=1


https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA

Recording

Score

http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/8a/IMSLP20542-PMLP12189-Strauss

_-_Eine_Alpensinfonie,_Op._64_(orch._score).pdf

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA
http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/8a/IMSLP20542-PMLP12189-Strauss_-_Eine_Alpensinfonie,_Op._64_(orch._score).pdf
http://conquest.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/8a/IMSLP20542-PMLP12189-Strauss_-_Eine_Alpensinfonie,_Op._64_(orch._score).pdf


1. Nacht (Night) beginning 

2. Sonnenaufgang (Sunrise) 3:04

3. Der Anstieg (The Ascent) 4:33

4. Eintritt in den Wald (Entry into the Forest) 6:51

5. Wanderung neben dem Bache (Wandering by the Brook) 9:49

6. Am Wasserfall (At the Waterfall) 12:27

7. Erscheinung (Apparition) 12:44

8. Auf blumigen Wiesen (On Flowering Meadows) 13:35

9. Auf der Alm (On the Alpine Pasture) 14:32

10. Durch Dickicht und Gestrüpp auf Irrwegen (Through Thickets and 

Undergrowth on the Wrong Path) 16:38

Programmatic Sections



11. Auf dem Gletscher (On the Glacier) 18:10

12. Gefahrvolle Augenblicke (Dangerous Moments) 19:25

13. Auf dem Gipfel (On the Summit) 22:50

14. Vision (Vision) 

15. Nebel steigen auf (Mists Rise) 29:10

16. Die Sonne verdüstert sich allmählich (The Sun Gradually Becomes Obscured) 29:27

17. Elegie (Elegy)

18. Stille vor dem Sturm (Calm Before the Storm) 

19. Gewitter und Sturm, Abstieg (Thunder and Tempest, Descent) 35:28

20. Sonnenuntergang (Sunset) 39:34

21. Ausklang (Quiet Settles) 42:20

22. Nacht (Night) 48:45



Sonnenaufgang (Sunrise)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=180

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=180


Der Anstieg (The Ascent)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=273

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=361

“Climbing”

Fate vs. Willpower Motive

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=273
https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=361


Eintritt in den Wald (Entry into the Forest)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=441

Lost in the forest, summit no longer in sight, bird calls

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=441


Am Wasserfall (At the Waterfall)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=747

Cascading motive in high winds and strings

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=747


Auf blumigen Wiesen (On Flowering Meadows)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=814

Pastoral theme, “points of color” representing alpine flowers

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=814


Auf der Alm (On the Alpine Pasture)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=872

Cow bells, “yodeling theme”, bleating of sheep, bird calls

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=872


Gefahrvolle Augenblicke (Dangerous Moments)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1245

Human Frailty Theme

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1245


Auf dem Gipfel (On the Summit)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1364

Recap of Sunrise Theme

Pastoral Theme

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1364


Nebel steigen auf (Mists Rise)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1729

Die Sonne verdüstert sich allmählich (The Sun 

Gradually Becomes Obscured)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1767

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1729
https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=1767


Gewitter und Sturm, Abstieg 

(Thunder and Tempest, Descent)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2108

Sonnenuntergang (Sunset)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2329

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2108
https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2329


Ausklang (Quiet Settles)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2540

Nacht (Night)

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2925

https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2540
https://youtu.be/8l3-jscNVHA?t=2925


Sometimes I grow weary of the days with all their fits and starts.

I want to climb some old grey mountain, slowly, taking

the rest of my life to do it, resting often, sleeping

under the pines or, above them, on the unclothed rocks.

I want to see how many stars are still in the sky

that we have smothered for years now, forgiving it all,

and peaceful, knowing the last thing there is to know.

All that urgency!  Not what the earth is about!

How silent the trees, their poetry being of themselves only.

I want to take slow steps, and think appropriate thoughts.

In ten thousand years, maybe, a piece of the mountain will fall.

- Mary Oliver

The Poet Dreams of the Mountain



● Painting: history painting as a means to depict far away lands and cultures, 

especially the East

● Music: composers also drawing from other musical cultures

○ Ravel, Daphnis et Chloe

○ Saint-Saens, Samson and Delilah

○ Borodin, In the Steppes of Central Asia

Exoticism



“The Caravan”, Alexandre Gabriel Decamps (1854)



Alexander Borodin (1833-1887)

● Symphonic poem that depicts a 

caravan of Central Asians 

crossing the steppe lands of the 

Caucasus under the protection of 

the Russian military

● Composed in 1880, intended to 

commemorate the silver 

anniversary of Alexander II

In the Steppes of Central Asia



In the silence of the monotonous steppes of Central Asia is heard the unfamiliar 

sound of a peaceful Russian song. From the distance we hear the approach of 

horses and camels and the bizarre and melancholy notes of an oriental melody. A 

caravan approaches, escorted by Russian soldiers, and continues safely on its way 

through the immense desert. It disappears slowly. The notes of the Russian and 

Asiatic melodies join in a common harmony, which dies away as the caravan 

disappears in the distance.

Composer’s Note









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaO9FBtDzyk

https://youtu.be/ZaO9FBtDzyk?t=402

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaO9FBtDzyk
https://youtu.be/ZaO9FBtDzyk?t=402


● Hudson River School

○ Thomas Cole, Asher Durand, Frederic Edwin Church, John Frederick 

Kensett, and Sanford Robinson Gifford

○ Themes: nationalism, nature, expansion, discovery

● Rocky Mountain School

○ Thomas Moran, Albert Bierstadt 

○ Themes: nationalism, westward expansion

American Landscapes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Frederick_Kensett
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Frederick_Kensett


Thomas Cole:

The Oxbow 

(The 

Connecticut 

River near 

Northampton

(1836) 



Alfred Bierstadt:

Looking Down 

Yosemite Valley

(1865)



Thomas Moran: Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone (1872)



Aaron Copland (1900-1990)

● Ballet in five sections, "Buckaroo 

Holiday", "Corral Nocturne", 

"Ranch House Party," "Saturday 

Night Waltz", and "Hoe-Down"

● Premiered in 1942

● Followed the ballet Billy the Kid 

(1938)

● Features folk and ‘cowboy’ tunes 

that celebrate the landscape and 

culture of the ‘Wild West’

“Hoedown”, Rodeo



Recording: 

https://youtu.be/LsReWx9XdNs

https://youtu.be/LsReWx9XdNs


Emergent List of Musical Landscapes 

● Borodin, In the Steppes of Central Asia

● Bernstein, West Side Story

● Copland, Appalachian Spring

● Copland, Rodeo

● Dvorak, Grand Canyon Suite

● Dvorak, New World Symphony 

● Grieg, Peer Gynt

● Haydn, The Creation

● Mendelssohn, Fingal’s Cave

● Prokofiev, Peter and the Wolf 

● Ravel, Daphnes et Chloe

● Rogers and Hammerstein, Sound of Music, Oklahoma

● Sibelius, Finlandia 

● Smetana, Ma Vlast, Die Moldau

● Strauss, Eine Alpensinfonie

● Tchaikovsky, William Tell Overture



Suggested Reading

● Article, “Landscape, Music, and Sonic Environments” by George Revill

 

○ Discusses the relationship of Music and Landscape in the 

contemporary art and music scene 

○ http://soundingcoastalchange.org/userassets/Publications/Revill%2C_G

eorge_(2017)_Landscape%2C_Music_and_Sonic_Environments.pdf

http://soundingcoastalchange.org/userassets/Publications/Revill%2C_George_(2017)_Landscape%2C_Music_and_Sonic_Environments.pdf
http://soundingcoastalchange.org/userassets/Publications/Revill%2C_George_(2017)_Landscape%2C_Music_and_Sonic_Environments.pdf

